
Southdown Rise Residents Association  

Minutes of meeting 26
th

 April 2012 Open House Pub 

Apologies: 

Councillors Amy Kennedy Leo Littman and Mike Jones all at a council meeting  

Margaret Grimsdell, Jill Richter, Richard Savage, Jim Grozier, Sue Hird, Steve Marsh, Peter and Jer 

Overill, Rachel Gilmore, Dante Peters, Ed Griffiths, Louise and Andy Briggs 

Present: Sylvia Peckham, Ed White Chris Sevink – Chair DRARA, Tess Cook, Chris Tredgold, Joan 

Evans, John Thompson, Sue Crane, Sally Trelford, Marisha Respinger – Treasurer, Rob Rosenthal = 

Chair, Hazel and Grenville Nation, Graham Whittaker, Val Knight – Vice Chair 

Welcome by Chair Rob Rosenthal and Introductions 

Item Discussion Action 

1. Minutes and 

Matters 

Arising 

Minutes of the meeting 8
th

 March were agreed and 

signed off by the Chair 

 

2. Update on 

parking 

Rob has been in contact with Charles Field of 

Brighton and Hove Council who says that the parking 

consultation for our area has slipped slightly to 

October of this year.  The previous consultation that 

was taken unsuccessfully to the Ombudsman elicited 

comments meaning that the Council will share any 

future consultation documents with local residents 

groups.  Joan suggested introducing parking stickers 

to local residents cars in order to assess how many 

non residents actually parked here, however this 

idea wasn’t adopted as it was felt that it wouldn’t 

give a full picture as not everyone would participate. 

The wishes of the meeting were that we would want 

an extension of Area J rather than another area 

created. 

It was thought that inviting Charles Field to our next 

meeting would be a good idea our comments would 

feed into the next consultation 

Rob to invite 

Charles Field to the 

next meeting 

3. Trees Update Ed fed back that the council after two years had still 

failed to replace trees in Springfield Road although 

they are being planted in other streets despite the 

intervention of local councillors – Mike Jones.  

Suggestion of keeping the issue on the agenda and 

Ed would keep briefing the meeting.  There is no 

strategy on what species of trees are planted. There 

was some concern about the protection of trees and 

it was pointed out that those with CPZ have 

automatic protection built in with line painting 

Trees to be on 

every agenda - Jo 

4. Councillors 

attendance at 

It was agreed that Councillors should attend out 

residents meetings.  As all of them are at council 

Jo and Ed to check 

on next meeting 



meetings meetings this evening it was agreed we would try 

not to book our meetings that clash.  Chris from 

DRARA reported they had good attendance from 

Councillors at their meetings. 

date against 

planned council 

meetings. 

5. Lewes Road 

consultation 

document 

Rob précised the document regarding changes to 

the road from the level out to Coldean.  It was 

generally thought that the plans would cause more 

problems and members were urged to make their 

feelings known on the matter.  Chris from DRARA 

also pointed out that changes were to be planned 

for Shaftsbury Place.  He suggested a possible joint 

meeting with DRARA and SRRA when these plans 

came out.  Robin Reed from B&H council to be 

invited to the next SRRA meeting to discuss these 

planes 

Jo to invite Robin 

Reed to the next 

meeting 

6.  Railway 

station, bridge 

and cctv 

There is a national pot of money for station 

improvements.  There has been no response from 

Southern or Network rail about requests for toilets 

as there is a need for the football crowds.  Police 

have identified the problem and are trying to do 

something about this and there is generally Police 

presence in the area on match days. 

There is no CCTV on the footbridge or under it and it 

is felt that there is a need for this.  Some confusion 

as to the responsibility for the footbridge as network 

rail own it but the council are responsible for the 

thoroughfare. This to be followed through by 

councillors and to be taken to the LAT. 

To campaign with 

DRARA on the issue 

of toilets 

 

 

 

 

Ed to raise this 

issue at the LAT on 

behalf of SRRA  

7. DRARA joint 

meeting and 

sustainable 

energy 

DRARA have suggested a joint meeting to look at the 

idea of forming a collective to bargain for cheaper 

energy.  All welcomed the idea. 

Secretary’s to take 

forward 

8. Local issues Ed advised that the LAT had made graffiti and fly 

posting to be a priority to tackle. Ed will also raise 

the cctv issue at the next LAT and will e mail the 

chair to release meetings dates earlier 

Jo to invite PCSO’s to the meetings 

Ed 

 

 

 

Jo 

9. Logos Jo asked if anyone would be willing to design a Logo 

for SRRA.  John said that he knew some designers 

who live in the membership area and he would ask 

them to contribute 

 

 

 

John 

10.Treasures report   We collected £57.93 and trying to set up a bank 

account. 

Designing a website in conjunction with Jo and 

investigating fund raisiing for the association 

 

 

11.Next date Thursday 28
th

 June at the Open House pub upstairs 

meeting room 

 

AOB 

 

• Sally has checked out local costings for 

leaflets and there is a business that is keen 

to help us 

 



• Joan also can get competitive printing prices 

• DRARA street party is on 14
th

 September on 

Shafstbury Place.  SRRA members all invited 

 

 

 

Rob thanked everyone for coming and closed the meeting.  

An officers meeting was held immediately following the Committee meeting and the following was 

agreed: 

Resolution 

It was resolved that a banking relationship will be maintained with National Westminster Bank Plc in 

accordance with this Mandate and that: 

the individuals identified as Authorised Signatories may, in accordance with the Signing Rules, sign 

cheques and give instructions for Standing Orders, Direct Debits, electronic payments, banker's 

drafts and other payments on the Accounts even if it causes an Account be be overdrawn or exceed        

any limit 

any Authorised Signatory may give other instructions or requests for information to the Bank in 

relation to the Accounts; opening accounts with the same Signing Rules and Authorised Signatories; 

closing accounts; or other banking services or products 

the Bank may accept instructions that do not have an original  written signature provided the Bank is 

satisfied that the instruction is genuine and subject to any other agreement the Bank may require 

for those instructions 

the Customer will provide to the Bank a copy of its constitution and any amendment to the 

constitution, certified as correct by the Secretary 

this Mandate will continue until the Customer gives the Bank a replacement mandate or the 

Customer passes a resolution changing the Signing Rules and/or adding or removing an Authorised          

Signatory by completing and return the Change of Signing Authority form in which case this Mandate 

will continue a amended 

 

 

 


